To facilitate uncertain internet opinion emergency decision involved with multiple fuzzy index values, we design a new prewarning decision system mechanism for uncertain internet opinion emergency based on case reasoning and grey relational analysis. Through the invented software in recent patents in data mining areas we first collect the internet opinion and detect the emergency data. Then by calculating the comprehensive grey relational coefficient between the unknown internet opinion emergency and each source emergency case, we can easily retrieve the optimal historical case for current emergency problem. And the related emergency managers may adopt or modify the corresponding warning decision solution of the most matched source case to make urgent decision for the new occurred internet public opinion emergency with uncertain indexes and incomplete weight information.
INTRODUCTION
Internet public opinion emergency is a kind of the unconventional emergency induced by internet opinions. And internet public opinion emergency often involve a large number of uncertain risk factors. Moreover, when some internet opinion emergency happens, the emergency management departments hardly collect the complete emergency index value, instead they easily obtain the incomplete or uncertain index value of internet sentiment emergency which are usually represented by interval value, fuzzy value and vague value. Notably, it is a very important goal to forecast warning degree and make decision-making for uncertain internet opinion emergency in the government crisis management field. The early warning methods and emergency decision models have been studied by many researchers. For example, Zeng [1] proposed fuzzy hierarch analysis to determine the importance of early warning index and then proposed some related warning decision mechanism for internet opinion emergency. Lin [2] investigated internet opinion emergency warning decision system model based on fuzzy reasoning rule. Li [3] also presented grey warning method for internet opinion emergency. Some intelligent systems for internet public opinion emergency warning decision have been introduced in [4, 5] . However, the above-mentioned emergency warning decision models are not very convenient to evaluate the risk alarm degree and make decision for uncertain internet public opinion emergency.
Recently, Huang [6] developed case-based reasoning method to study the enterprise crisis and early warning system. Patent US7813944 [7] provides a scoring system to *Address correspondence to this author at the School of Finance, Guangdong University of Foreign Studies, Guangzhou, 510420, P.R. China; Tel: +86 39320862; Fax: +86 36 25408271; E-mail: zhqiansh01@126.com distinguish opinion characteristics and predict emergency. Patent US7945515 [8] invents a system for identification of emergency point of compromise. Zhong [9] proposed the case representation and reasoning method in emergency management decision system. Zhang [10] presented an emergency decision system based on case reasoning. However, most of existing emergency warning decision systems use the nearest neighbor algorithm based on similarity to retrieve the optimal warning decision case. They can not efficiently measure the similarity between uncertain internet opinion emergency cases with multiple fuzzy warning decision indexes.
With the increasing complexity of internet opinion emergency system and lack of the precise knowledge, the related emergency decision-maker usually provide his/her preference over emergency index with fuzzy linguistic assessment values, so in this paper we try to introduce a new internet opinion emergency warning decision system based on case reasoning and gray relational [11] retrieval algorithm. In this uncertain internet opinion emergency warning decision system, we aim to develop an improved grey relational analysis and case reasoning method for dealing with uncertain internet opinion emergency warning decision-making with fuzzy index value and incomplete weight information. By applying the grey relational analysis in internet opinion emergency case reasoning, we employ the comprehensive grey relational degree to calculate the matching degree between the current unknown internet opinion emergency and the stored source cases, and especially consider the different importance of warning decision index in the process of internet opinion emergency case reasoning. This system can exclude the influence of inferior index on warning decision. By the designed internet opinion emergency system we can easily obtain the proper warning degree and the corresponding scheme for the current internet opinion emergency problem.
UNCERTAIN CASE REASONING MECHANISM FOR INTERNET PUBLIC OPINION EMERGENCY
Case-based reasoning (CBR) is an important analogue reasoning methodology in recent artificial intelligence field. It has been successfully applied to many real-life decision problems like medical diagnosis, fault diagnosis, enterprise finance forecasting [6] , risk management and emergency warning decision [9, 10] . The case-based reasoning mechanism coincides with people's thinking habits and cognitive process. So, the CBR method is also suitable for early warning and urgent decision of uncertain internet opinion emergency. The core part of the warning decision support system is the design of case retrieval algorithm. Therefore, in this paper we design an effective warning decision system for uncertain internet opinion emergency based on grey relational retrieval method. First, we need to collect the related internet public opinion characteristics and emergency index data by using some software systems invented in Patents US8001597 [12] , US7,953,695 [13] , US7,895,139 [14] , and US7,672,865 [15] .
Through this prewarning decision system, we can retrieve the most matched source case of the current internet opinion emergency problem by searching all the historical emergencies in system case database. Then by modifying the matched source case, we get the optimal solution of current emergency problem and further update the new internet opinion case for storage backup. The entire case reasoningbased internet opinion emergency warning decision system structure is shown as in Fig. (1) . It includes the procedure of case retrieval, case reuse, case modification and case study.
In the above emergency warning decision system process, we try to use case-based reasoning technique and grey relational analysis method to deal with uncertain internet public sentiment emergency warning decision problem with hybrid indexes. Generally, internet opinion emergency warning decision comprises the following three main steps:
Step 1. First, we can use multivariable statistical analysis method to determine the key warning decision indexes [16] and their weights, then properly represent the internet opinion emergencies as formalized case. Finally, we need to store the formalized internet opinion emergency cases as source cases in the warning decision system database and formalize current internet opinion emergency input.
Step 2. According to the above extracted important early warning decision indexes, we employ grey relational retrieval algorithm to compute the comprehensive grey relational degree between current internet opinion emergency and each source case, and retrieve the most similar historical emergency case to direct the current internet public opinion emergency warning decision.
Step 3. Due to the uncertain decision system environment, it is so difficult to retrieve the completely matched emergency source case for current unknown emergency. Therefore, we need to establish the related case study mechanism for internet public opinion emergency case modification and update. By adjusting the corresponding solution of the matched source case, we can obtain the optimal warning decision solution for the current internet opinion emergency. From the above process of internet public opinion emergency system case reasoning one can also see that most important step of all is to choose the effective case retrieval approach, which directly affects the timely internet opinion emergency warning decision. In traditional case-based reasoning system, researchers mainly utilized k-NN retrieval algorithm and induction index or knowledge index algorithm. Although k-NN algorithm is very simply and usefully in case reasoning, it only adapts to evaluate the similarity between emergency cases with crisp warning decision indexes, but hardly compute matching degree between uncertain emergency cases. However, the grey relational analysis method has been successfully applied in small size sample reasoning and fuzzy multi-attribute decision, and can forecast the divergence between the current case and historical case.
INTERNET PUBLIC OPINION EMERGENCY CASE RETRIEVAL BASED ON GREY RELATIONAL COEFFICIENT
Grey relational analysis [17] is an important theory method in uncertain grey system. In the developing of system, grey relational coefficient not only effectively compare the divergence between the current problem and old problem, but also measure the correlation coefficient between system cases and find the most matching cases of internet opinion emergency. If the grey relational degree between two cases is greater, then the trend of these two cases is more coincidence. So, the grey relational coefficient can reflect similarity between emergency cases with uncertain warning decision indexes.
In traditional case retrieval process, most researches use distance measures to calculate the similarity between internet opinion emergency indexes. However, the similarity based on these distances can reflect the position relation between two case data, but not reflect the emergency trend change. Thus, the traditional K-NN retrieval algorithm depending on similarity derived from these distances is not rational in uncertain emergency case reasoning system. So, in what follows we will use grey relation degree to replace traditional similarity measure to provide new case retrieval algorithm for internet opinion emergency warning decision system.
Determine Weight of Each Warning Decision Index of Internet Public Opinion Emergency
In the uncertain internet opinion emergency prewarning decision system based on case reasoning, the emergency knowledge and related expertise are usually represented by case structure. The characteristics of emergency case correspond to warning decision indexes.
is the set of all m relatively matching internet opinion emergency cases by using SQL sentence indexed by n significant warning decision indexes
Then the set of all the uncertain internet opinion emergency cases can be formalized by the following decision matrix.
denote the value of internet opinion emergency i x with respect to the j th warning decision index j c ,
As is well known, the weight of emergency characteristic index plays an important role in internet opinion emergency system reasoning and warning decision. And the weight of each index reflects the different importance in the process of case matching and emergency warning decision evaluation. Thus, in this paper we will take the following two methods to obtain the comprehensive weight of each warning decision index of internet public opinion emergency.
(1) First, by the related knowledge experience and expertise of internet opinion emergency, the emergency managers can compare any pair of warning decision indexes and assign the fuzzy preference degree over index pair to get fuzzy preference relation matrix
, where ij r denotes the fuzzy preference degree of index i c over index j c . Then employing fuzzy AHP [18] we can get the first type of weight vector of all the emergency warning decision indexes as
where,
w is the weight of the jth warning decision index obtained by fuzzy AHP method.
(2) Second, according to the contribution rate of each index to the warning decision system result or from the discrimination ability between two emergency cases regarding this index, we can compute the second type of weight vector of warning decision indexes.
where, for any
is the distance between the j th index value of historical emergency cases i x and k x .
Hence, we can combine the above two kinds of weight information to obtain the comprehensive weight vector of all the internet opinion emergency indexes.
Obviously, the comprehensive weight is more rational than each kind of weight above.
Grey Relational Analysis for Uncertain Internet Public Opinion Emergency Warning Decision System
In the case-based reasoning process of internet opinion emergency system, each internet opinion emergency is formalized as case structure. The emergency criteria correspond to the warning decision indexes of internet public opinion emergency.
Suppose there are finite m historical source emergency cases in the designed internet opinion emergency warning decision system. And each emergency is determined by n early warning indexes, which can also be expressed by
with n hybrid characteristic indexes in the internet opinion emergency warning decision system base. And we assume the new occurred internet opinion emergency is also described as ))
is the j th warning decision index value of internet opinion emergency. Retrieving the most matching source case is analogue to find the closest point near to the current emergency characteristic vector. Thus, we will adopt the grey relational theory to calculate the closeness of current internet opinion emergency with all the source cases in internet opinion emergency system.
First, we can compute the local grey relational degree of j th index between the unknown internet sentiment emergency * x and the i th source case i ).
Then we can construct the following grey relational coefficient matrix
denotes the grey relational degree between the current unknown internet opinion emergency * x and i th source case i x regarding j th decision index.
Thus, we can get the comprehensive grey relational coefficient between the current internet opinion emergency and each source case in the emergency system case base.
where, j w is the weight of j th warning decision index obtained by formula (2) . i ! can be regarded as the comprehensive grey relational coefficient between the current internet sentiment emergency * x and historical source case i x .
By using the grey relational coefficient i ! , we can get the corresponding similarity measure between emergency * x and source case i
From formula (5), one can see that the greater i ! is, the more similarity between the current internet opinion emergency problem * x and source case i x .
Therefore, we can retrieve the desirable source case according to the comprehensive grey relational degree i ! between the current unknown emergency and each source case
in this designed internet opinion emergency warning decision system.
, then the most matching case of unknown internet opinion emergency is source case s x .
That is to say, the historical source case s x is most similar (close) to the current internet opinion emergency problem. Thus, we can use the corresponding warning decision solution of historical emergency case s x to facilitate the warning decision of the unexpected internet opinion emergency.
Due to the uncertain internet opinion emergency warning decision system environment, it is hard to find some source case completely matching the unknown emergency. And any warning decision solution of the matching case can only partially satisfy the current internet opinion emergency. So, we still need to modify the solution of the retrieval case to suit the current emergency. In the following, we can employ the distance measure to modify case and correct the warning decision solution for current unknown internet opinion emergency. 
CASE MODIFICATION FOR INTERNET PUBLIC OPINION EMERGENCY BASED ON DISTANCE
(3) If the j th index values of internet opinion emergency are vague (intuitionistic fuzzy) values [20, 21] ,
, then the distance between them is evaluated by 
represent the perimeters of fuzzy numbers j x * and ij x , respectively.
Notably, the weighted distance of current unknown internet opinion emergency * x to the i th historical source case is defined as
From formula (10), we can see that the smaller the weighted distance ) ,
is, the nearer the source case i x close to the unexpected internet opinion emergency * x .
If there are many source cases i
, where ! is the given referred distance threshold by the related emergency managers. Generally we take 1 . 0 = ! for convenience, so we can use all the solution of the relatively matching source cases x i to modify the warning decision solution of the most matching source case obtained by grey relational retrieval algorithm for the new occurred internet opinion emergency. This is the case modification mechanism by using the solutions of relatively similar source cases to adjust the solution of the most matching case for current internet opinion emergency.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
Recently, grey relational analysis has been widely used in uncertain system control and decision and has drawn the attention of many researchers in order to perform multi-crit eria decision making [19] [20] [21] . In this section, we shall give an application example to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed comprehensive grey relational analysis method to the internet opinion emergency system retrieval process with multiple uncertain warning decision indexes.
Example 1.
Suppose we now designed an early warning decision system based on case reasoning for dealing with uncertain internet opinion emergency. And assume the case base of this emergency warning decision system stored six historical internet opinion emergency cases. And by using fuzzy AHP, we extract the following nine important indexes {News report, Micro-blog, Transmitting number, public sentiment spread speed, Public opinion tendency, Economic Loss, Casualty, Traffic jam, Response speed} for internet opinion emergency warning decision. Moreover, each internet opinion emergence case is characterized and formalized by nine important warning decision index value as shown in Table 1 . Now if there is an unexpected internet opinion emergency occurring in some area, the warning decision index values of the new occurred emergency are also recorded in Table 1 , then we need to forecast the proper alarm degree of this new internet opinion emergency and retrieve the most matching historical case by this designed warning decision system to facilitate the urgent decision -making for the current unknown internet opinion emergency.
In the case base of warning decision system, we also evaluate the rang of news report number is [10, 5000] ; the rang of micro-blog number is [100, 60000]; the rang of transimitting number is [50, 40000] ; and all the uncertain linguistic values in the warning decision system correspond to the following fuzzy numbers [22, 23] as in Table 2 .
From the emergency case data in this warning decision system, we see that there are nine significant warning decision indexes, each internet opinion emergency case xi can be expressed by a multi-dimensional characteristic vector ) , , , (
By using Table 2 , we can transfer all the uncertain fuzzy linguistic terms in the above early warning decision system to the corresponding Trapezoid fuzzy numbers. Then, according to formulae (6)- (9) we first compute the following distance measures. Given the fuzzy preference degree assessment from the related emergency experts and by employing fuzzy AHP method, we can easily get the first kind of weight vector of all the important warning decision indexes as below. 
